CH APTER 6

Music

Extract from “Farmer Giles & his wife shewing off their daughter Betty to their neighbours on her return from school drawn by
an amateur.” James Gillray, 1809. © The Trustees of the British
Museum.

6.1

Music

P

re-Victorian

England had two classes of musicians and
two types of music. The first type was considered an
intellectual art; it had a continental grounding, and the “better”
classes were its patrons. The second was pure entertainment
for ordinary men and women. Between 1810 and 1835, the
simple native music of the countryside, fairground, and ale
house thrived alongside its up-scale continental cousin, and
England was a musically rich land.
Continental musicians dictated music for the upper echelons of
society, and musical soirées and the Italian opera defined their
London music calendar. In smaller cities, genteel middle-class
patrons funded choral societies and music festivals featuring
the classical works of continental composers. For the middle
class, “rational recreation” was the buzz phrase of the early
1800s. Such recreation was, by definition, improving, ordered,
and controlled, and music, middle-class style, fitted the bill.
Piano and song were for women only; manly contributions
were limited to accompanying ladies on unladylike
instruments, like the violin or flute. By now, vast amounts of
published music had brought “rational” music into middleclass homes. Flowery English songs espousing valor, romance,
and sentiment were what the middle class wanted.
Among the lower class music was generally robust rather
than refined, and it went hand in hand with plainly worded
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ballads addressing the full spectrum of life’s realities. By
1810, England’s body of folk songs contained thousands of
ballads, many of which had been transmitted by oral tradition
alone. Now printing presses were spewing out millions of
broadside ballads for an increasingly literate population. Some
ballads were centuries old, but many were newly written and
of contemporary relevance. Often bitingly witty and bawdy
as they poked fun and protested injustice, ballads appealed
especially to the laboring class, and, as the popular song of
that time, they became as much a part of country life as city
life. Rural musical groups, mimicked in the figure groups the
Potteries produced, sang these ballads to traditional folk tunes.
By 1825, middle-class reformers were intent on extending
rational recreation to lower-class people, who they believed
were dissipating their leisure in lewd pastimes that included
traditional music and song. In this spirit, churches,
temperance societies, and mechanics’ institutes organized
musical performances, which they deemed more sober and
uplifting than the bawdy song and amateur music of fairs
and public houses. Employers and churches encouraged, and
even subsidized, glee clubs, brass bands, and church choirs as
civilizing influences on the lower class. They quickly discovered
that working people liked lofty music and many were well
acquainted with the works of Haydn and Handel. Classical
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music in the cottages of commoners did not signal the demise
of folk music. Folk groups, playing by ear centuries-old
instruments, such as bagpipes, triangles, bells, horns, and
fiddles, remained part of village life, their music frequently
accompanying singing or dancing. In the 1830s, music halls
opened, and songbooks eventually displaced lone broadside
ballads.
Some Staffordshire figures of musicians are decidedly
continental in their appearance. These are generally after
porcelain figures, and they reflect the continental music that
the better classes enjoyed. On the other hand, most musician
figures mirror the traditional musical entertainment that is
part of England’s heritage. Tambourines, triangles, pipes,
fiddles, tabors, guitars, horns, and a host of simple musical
instruments in the hands of amateur musicians have been
an age-old source of pleasure. Figure groups titled Rural
Pastimes, Songsters, or Village Group attest to the rural
significance of unpretentious, uniquely English melodies and
tunes. s
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6.1.1

Gentleman Piper and Lady Harp Player (vase)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to the “Leather Leaf Group” pot bank,1
Staffordshire, c. 1825, H: 10 in., MBS-449
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Notes
This vase is taller than most others of its kind because the
shell-shaped spill vase has been placed atop a raised plinth. In
2012, I bought it from my friend Mike Smith, who had bought
it from the dealer David Boyer a few years previously but had
tired of it.
I could not believe my luck when Mike parted with this vase,
and I considered using it for the main image on the dust
jacket of the first volume of Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840 because I rate it that highly. My friend Nick Burton
thought otherwise. On a car trip back to his home in Leek
after photographing the museum collection in Wisbech, Nick
convinced me that a bocage figure was a more appropriate
choice.
A similar vase is in the Hunt Collection.

Literature
For this vase see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–1840,
vol. 1, figs. 26.154–55.
For a similar vase in the Hunt Collection see Schkolne,
Holding the Past, 222. s
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6.1.2

Gentleman Piper and Lady Lute Player (vase)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to the “Sherratt” pot bank,2 Staffordshire, c. 1825,
H: 8.8 in., MBS-529
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Notes
This unrecorded vase was one of our first purchases in our new
Dallas home. I bought it from Bob Moores of Nestegg Antiques
in May 2015. He asked me about it when it came into his stock,
and I told him everything I knew, adding that I would like first
shot when he had priced it. The Brighton and Hove Museums
has a pair of musician figures from the same molds as those
placed on this vase (HW866, 867).

Literature
For a pair of musicians from the same molds in the Brighton
and Hove Museums see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.15; also Beddoe, A Potted History, 186. s
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6.1.3

Gentleman Piper, Lady Lute Player (pair)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to the “Sherratt” pot bank,3 Staffordshire, c. 1830,
H: 5.1 in. (L), 4.9 in. (R), MBS-177
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Notes
I bought this pair from Malcolm Hodkinson, the “Sherratt”
expert, on my first visit to him and his wife Judith in their
London home in early 2004. I was intrigued by their display of
small “Sherratt” figures and appreciated Malcolm parting with
this pair for me. It was quite an unforgettable day, the first of
many together, and the friendship I forged and the knowledge
I gleaned from Malcolm encouraged me to push ahead with my
work.

Literature
For these figures see Schkolne, People, Passions, Pastimes,
and Pleasures, 246; also Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures
1780–1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.6. s
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6.1.4

Shepherd Piper and Shepherdess
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to the “Sherratt” pot bank,4 Staffordshire, c. 1825,
H: 4.6 in., MBS-582
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Notes
I photographed this small “Sherratt” group in Elinor Penna’s
home on Long Island home in 2007, but life got in my way
when it appeared at auction in late 2017. Fortunately, it went
into David Boyer’s stock, and from there onto our shelves. I
know of only one other like it.

Literature
For this figure group see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures
1780–1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.19. s
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6.1.5

Gentleman Piper (2)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to the “Sherratt” pot bank,5 Staffordshire, c. 1825,
H : 4.1 in (L), 4.3 in. (R), MBS-604
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Notes
In spring 2019, my heart skipped a beat when I spotted these
two figures on John Howard’s site and instantly recognized
them as an unusual variation of a figure from the “Sherratt”
pot bank. These two close-to-identical pipers are not what you
could call a pair, but they have probably lived side by side for
almost two centuries, and it is satifsying to let that continue.
At first glimpse, a “Sherratt” siren went off full blast in my
head, but, as always, I enjoyed pinpointing the features that
support the attribution. It is satisfying when all the puzzle
pieces come together, but I am left wondering why two male
pipers would be “paired” in this manner. Given the choice,
wouldn’t you have paired the male piper with his female
companion? Oddly enough, I have encountered another
instance of this. A male piper in our collection (no. 6.1.9) had
lived companionably with his look-alike “since birth”....until
we acquired one.

The lone piper was presumably modeled to pair with a shepherdess.

Literature
For a similar piper see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.17. s
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6.1.6

Lady Lute Player, Gentleman Piper (pair)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, Staffordshire, c. 1830, H: 5.2 in. (L), 4.9 in. (R), MBS-254
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Notes
These small figures are very “Sherratt”-like, but I have not
been able to nail an attribution. I bought them from Elinor
Penna when Ben and I first visited her Long Island home in
April 2007.

Literature
For these figures see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.2. s
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6.1.7

Gentleman Fiddler, Lady Tambourine Player (pair)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to the “Sherratt” pot bank,6 Staffordshire, c. 1825,
H: 4.7 in. (L), 4.3 in. (R), MBS-311
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Notes
These are most uncommon figures. The lady also occurs on
some bigger “Sherratt” menageries and, in one recorded
instance, on a trumpet spill vase.
I bought these two small figures together from Elinor Penna at
the Staffordshire Figure Association meeting in Alexandria in
September 2008, having previously seen them at her house.
I have also recorded a small “Sherratt” Turk on this base (no.
12.1.2, also shown alongside), and perhaps he was intended to
stand with these figures.

Literature
For these figures see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, figs. 26.22, 26.25. s
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6.1.8

Gentleman with Barrel Organ
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to the “Sherratt” pot bank,7 Staffordshire, c. 1830,
H: 4.4 in., MBS-407
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Notes
For me, finding one of these small “Sherratt” figures is a true
collecting coup. This musician stands well within my small
“Sherratt” band (see alongside). I have recorded only three
examples of this figure as a free-standing figure, one being
on the same red-white-blue base as the small “Sherratt”
musicians,8 so perhaps these figures were intended to form a
band of sorts.
The molds for this figure were put to good use in the Potteries,
for this same man is also on some “Sherratt” menageries (see
10.1.3) and within performing animal troupes made by other
pot banks (see 13.1.5 and 13.1.6).

Italian organ grinder. The Penny
Magazine, February 1833.

Literature
For this figure see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–1840,
vol. 1, fig. 26.23. s
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6.1.9

Shepherd Piper
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to the “Big Blossom Group” pot bank,9
Staffordshire, c. 1825, H: 5 in., MBS-206
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Notes
I bought this shepherd and his flock from Malcolm Hodkinson
when I visited him in London in late 2005. Although it
is uncommon, Malcolm actually had two closely similar
examples. He had bought them together from the dealer John
Reed. The shepherd and his animals are a self-contained little
world that exudes restfulness. I always feel a great tranquility
when I hold this figure.

Literature
For this figure see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–1840,
vol. 1, fig. 26.26; also Schkolne, People, Passions, Pastimes,
and Pleasures, 297. s
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6.1.10

Gentleman Piper, Lady Guitar Player (pair)
Impressed and painted “PIPE PLAYER” and “GUITAR PLAYER”, lead-glazed earthenware with enameled
decoration, made by John Dale and impressed “I. DALE BURSLEM”, Staffordshire, c. 1825, H: 4.6 in. (L),
4.4 in. (R), MBS-464 (L), MBS-176 (R)
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Notes
I was over the moon when I bought this lady guitar player in a
lot with some unwanted lesser figures at Christie’s New York in
January 2004. I knew then that marked Dale figures are rare,
and this was the first I had seen for sale, the first I was ever to
touch. But I was familiar with the guitar player figure because
the only other known example, in Hanley’s Potteries Museum,
is illustrated in the literature.
To say I was, and still am, enchanted with this figure is an
understatement. She sits in the palm of my hand, creating
her own little island, her own serene world. I find the bright
yellow-green that Dale favored for bases particularly cheerful
and eye-catching, and Dale figures have since become firm
favorites.
At that point in my collecting “career,” my lengthy relationship
with dealers Ray and Diane Ginns had ended, and Nick
Burton had started assisting me. I particularly appreciated
his integrity and commitment. He was my eyes in the UK,
but, even more importantly, he was the person who helped
me evaluate the pros and cons of every potential purchase.
His standards are high, and, to this day, I can always count
on him to give it to me straight. Of course, I called Nick right
away to tell him about my sweet little GUITAR PLAYER. Our
relationship was a breath of fresh air. I didn’t have to hide a
purchase that had not gone through Nick’s hands. Rather, he
encouraged me to buy from anyone who had anything that met
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my standard, with or without his assistance, and he delighted
in seeing the collection grow in the right direction.
Within a few weeks of acquiring the GUITAR PLAYER, Ben
and I visited Malcolm and Judith Hodkinson in London for
the first time (see 15.7.1. Notes). We got onto the subject of
Dale figures, and Malcolm pulled out this PIPE PLAYER,
which he then owned. In 2012, after a serious illness, Malcolm
decided to pare their collection, which is without doubt the
finest reference collection ever assembled, and he sold PIPE
PLAYER to me. I always think that the yellow stain in the pipe
player’s crotch (where the enamels have discolored) looks like
he had a little accident! I know of no other example of this
figure.
GUITAR PLAYER was exhibited at the Mint Museum of
Art, Mirth and Mayhem: Staffordshire Figures 1810–1835,
November 2006–April 2007.

Literature
For these figures see Schkolne, People, Passions, Pastimes,
and Pleasures, 239; also Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures
1780–1840, vol. 1, figs. 26.31–33.
For the guitar player in the Potteries Museum see Halfpenny,
English Earthenware Figures, 229. s
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6.1.11

Lady Guitar Player, Gentleman Piper (pair)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to the “Blue Group” pot bank,10 Staffordshire,
c. 1825, H: 4.3 in. each, MBS-251
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Notes
This pair is similar to my much-loved Dale pair (no. 6.1.10)
from slightly different molds. The back of each bocage is
unpainted, which is consistent with a “Blue Group” attribution.
I bought them at auction at Hales in April 2007. The auction
took place as Ben and I drove up from North Carolina to New
York to see Elinor Penna’s stock of figures. Lo and behold,
Elinor had a pair by yet another pot bank, and I bought that
pair too, but have since parted with them.
It is very unusual to find two pairs on the same theme within
a week, and I have not seen another pair for sale since.
Staffordshire figures are like buses: one doesn’t come for a long
time, and then they turn up in multiples.

Literature
For these figures see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.35.
For another pair in the Hunt Collection see Schkolne, Holding
the Past, 218. s
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6.1.12

Lady Guitar Player, Gentleman Piper (vases, pair)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to John Dale, Staffordshire, c. 1825, H: 5.7 in. (L),
5.8 in. (R), MBS-487
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Notes
I was aware of such figural vases because I had long admired
a pair in Malcolm and Judith Hodkinson’s collection. I was
not to see another example of either vase until late 2013 when,
amazingly, not one but two almost identical pairs came to
auction in quick succession. I bought the first pair at Dreweatt
Neate, and a dealer friend subsequently bought the second,
but he traded the poorer of my two figures for his better one so
that I would have a fine pair. Interestingly, the female figure
also occurs with a bocage and marked with John Dale’s mark.

Literature
For a similar pair see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.45.
For the female figure with bocage and marked Dale see
Staffordshire Figures 1780–1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.41–42. s
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6.1.13

Gentleman Piper and Lady Lute Player
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, Staffordshire, c. 1830, H: 8.7 in., MBS-154
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Notes
We bought this group at Sotheby’s in July 2002, with Ray and
Diane Ginns executing a commission bid. This early purchase
has held up well in our collection, and its enduring quality
made it a keeper. It was exhibited at the Mint Museum of
Art, Mirth and Mayhem: Staffordshire Figures 1810–1835,
November 2006–April 2007.

Literature
For this group see Schkolne, People, Passions, Pastimes, and
Pleasures, 240; also Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.65.
For a similar group in the Sharp Collection see Sharp,
Ceramics Ethics & Scandal, 146. s
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6.1.14

Gentleman Bagpiper and Lady with Triangle
Impressed and partially painted “VILLAGE GROUP”, lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration,
attributed to the “Box Title Group” pot bank,11 Staffordshire, c. 1830, H: 8.7 in., MBS-89
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Notes
This group is another early purchase that has retained its
shelf space because of its lovely quality. We bought it in
January 1996 from Ray and Diane Ginns. By then, collecting
at a distance was becoming a little easier. Whereas in the
1980s overseas phone calls had been very expensive—I would
sometimes awaken to call in the small hours of the morning
to get the “cheap” phone rate that was still well over a dollar
per minute—by the mid-90s, calls could be made for mere
pennies a minute. Also, email was more commonplace, but
photography was still not digital and scanners remained
expensive (our first scanner cost around $1,000!), so pictures
of potential purchases needed to arrive by snail-mail.
This figure group was exhibited at the Mint Museum of Art,
Mirth and Mayhem: Staffordshire Figures 1810–1835,
November 2006–April 2007.

Literature
For this group see Schkolne, People, Passions, Pastimes, and
Pleasures, 236; also Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.77. s
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6.1.15

Gentleman Bagpiper, Lady Lute Player (pair)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to the “Tunstall Group” pot bank,12 Staffordshire,
c. 1825, H: 7.1 in. (L), 7 in. (R), MBS-165
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Notes

1780–1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.127. s

Diane and Ray Ginns bought this pair of musicians on our
behalf at auction at Mallams in June 2003, and they were
among the figures that we collected from them on Portobello
Road that summer as they no longer wished to mail to
us without using a professional shipper. As hand luggage
regulations then were not particularly restrictive, I carried our
“stash” so as to avoid the cost of shipping.
I always look at these figures with a touch of sadness because
they were the last purchase Ray made for us. At that time,
prices were pulling back from the peaks of the 1990s, and
he was amazed at how reasonably he bought them. Prices of
Victorian figures were tumbling too, and those prices, unlike
the prices of earlier figures, remained in a free fall for several
more years.
These figures are derivatives of earlier Derby figures. I dislike
most musician figures that are Derby derivatives because they
generally look so continental in their dress. However, this pair
has a rather rustic look as well as the engaging earthiness that
I find appealing. They were exhibited at the Mint Museum of
Art, Mirth and Mayhem: Staffordshire Figures 1810–1835,
November 2006–April 2007.

Literature
For these figures see Schkolne, People, Passions, Pastimes,
and Pleasures, 241; also Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures
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6.1.16

Turkish Musicians (vase)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to the “Patriotic Group” pot bank,13 Staffordshire,
c. 1830, H: 7.5 in., MBS-445
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Notes
We bought this trumpet spill vase from John Howard in 2012.
I had missed a similar vase at the Margaret Cadman sale at
Christies, South Kensington, in October 2002 and had not
found another that appealed to me until I saw this one. I think
that may have been because they are usually quite pink, and
I far prefer this combination of red and yellow with the soft
orange interior.

Literature
For this figure group see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures
1780–1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.145 and dust jacket. s
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6.1.17

Lady Tambourine Player, Gentleman Piper (pair)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, both made by James Neale & Co, she impressed “NEALE
& Co”, Staffordshire, c. 1785, H: 8 in. each, MBS-398
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Notes
I especially love pre-1800 enamel figures. Most are as well
executed as porcelain figures, yet they retain the engaging
warmth of pottery—and nobody did it better than Neale. Here
the superior enamels, almost silky to the touch, are typical of
Neale.
I have noted a mismatch in the colors on the bases and tree
trunks of all similar pairs of Neale musicians. It seems the
figures were painted individually, rather than in pairs, and
perhaps the first buyers were free to choose whether they
wanted to acquire a single figure or a pair.
I bought this pair from Aurea Carter in January 2011. At that
time, we owned a Neale male piper (no. 6.1.18) but had not yet
found a lady companion for him.

Literature
For these figures see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.167. See also 105. Literature, following. s
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6.1.18

Lady Tambourine Player, Gentleman Piper (pair)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, both made by James Neale & Co. and impressed “NEALE
& Co”, Staffordshire, c. 1785, H: 8 in. each, MBS-329 (R), MBS-505 (L)
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Notes
When I saw this piper bedecked in glorious Neale enamels
coming up at auction at Keys in January 2009, I itched to hold
him. To top it, he was marked and perfect (aside from a slight
nick at the end of the pipe which simply does not count). I
never fail to admire the animal-skin print on his manbag.

For another pair see Horne, English Pottery, 1981, no. 27.
For the marked figures in the Potteries Museum and Wisbech
Museum respectively see Halfpenny, English Earthenware
Figures, 147. s

Subsequently I bought the lady at Northeast Auction in
October 2013—also with no repair or restoration. In the
interim, I had bought another pair (no. 6.1.17). Although I
don’t normally duplicate, I decided to keep both pairs because
they are absolutely superb, both give me much pleasure, and I
would be hard-pressed to pick a favorite.
As noted on the similar pair of Neale figures in our collection
(no. 6.1.17), the bases and trunks are not good matches, and I
have observed that other similar pairs of Neale musicians seem
to have been painted individually, rather than as true matches.
A similar marked Neale pair was exhibited in Jonathan
Horne’s 1981 Exhibition; another pair is in the Potteries
Museum (280.P.1949, she being marked); and a marked piper
is in the Wisbech and Fenland Museum (1900.41). I know of
no other examples.

Literature
For the male figure see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.169.
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6.1.19

Lady Lute Player, Gentleman Hurdy-Gurdy Player (pair)
Both painted “Flemifh Music”, lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, both made by Ralph Wood
and impressed “Ra. Wood Burslem”, Staffordshire, c. 1785 , H: 8.9 in. (L), 9.4 in. (R), MBS-415
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Notes
This pair was formerly in the collection of Wynne HamiltonFoyn, whose collection was dispersed at Bonhams in 2011, and
I bought the pair from Aurea Carter later that year. At that
time, I already owned a numbered pair (no. 6.1.20), but this
pair is marked, so it beckoned me.
I first met Wynne Hamilton-Foyn in 2006. He wrote, inviting
me to see his collection. That summer, en route to the
Staffordshire Figure Association meeting in Birmingham, Ben
and I stopped in Cirencester to meet Wynne and his wife Jean
at their beautiful home, which was exquisitely decorated with
carefully selected early oak and brass, Jean’s collection of early
needlework, and, of course, early pottery.
Wynne by then was in his eighties, and he walked with
difficulty because of an injury he sustained jumping from a
plane in World War 2. Jean, a retired mathematics teacher,
had worked at Bletchely Park during that time, so she clearly
was no mental slouch, and I am acutely aware of how much
we all owe quiet heroes like Wynne and Jean. Despite his
handicap, Wynne guided us to the third floor of the house,
where many of his figures were stored; all were carefully
cataloged.
Wynne’s chief interest was Ralph Wood. He was convinced
that the supposition Pat Halfpenny published in the 1990s
(claiming that the figures traditionally attributed to Ralph
Wood were largely made by John Wood) was incorrect, and
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he spent years meticulously assembling evidence to both rebut
that belief and to substantiate his conclusion that Ralph Wood
had made these figures. Around 2009, he put his research on
file at libraries with figure holdings.14 A summary of sorts was
later published,15 but Wynne was displeased with it.
Wynne liked nothing more than to talk about Ralph Wood,
and in this world there are not many willing listeners on that
subject, but I was one, so we had many long conversations
that would have had the eyes of all but the most enthusiastic
pottery scholars glaze over. Wynne left not a stone unturned
in his research, and his argument holds sway with anyone who
listens to it. I learned a lot from him, and, inspired by his work,
I compiled an update to the list of numbered figures published
by Falkner in 1912. My paper on Ralph Wood was published
in the Wedgwood Society of New York’s Ars Ceramica in
September 2016.
In 2011, Jean and Wynne moved into a retirement community,
and their collection was sold at Bonhams, London. By then,
I knew the collection well because I had photographed it. I
previewed the sale with Malcolm Hodkinson, and I was very
sad to see all those figures clustered into assorted lots. Wynne
told me that he had offered his research papers on Ralph Wood
to Pat Halfpenny, but as she had not taken him up on the offer,
he mailed all his work to me, and I am honored to have it and
to know him and Jean.
Another similar male musician with the Ralph Wood mark is in
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the Potteries Museum (285.P.1949).

Literature
For these figures see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.170-171.
For the marked figure in the Potteries Museum see Halfpenny,
English Earthenware Figures, 139. s
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6.1.20

Lady Lute Player, Gentleman Hurdy-Gurdy Player (pair)
Each painted “Flemifh Music”, lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, both impressed “132”,
attributed to Ralph Wood, Staffordshire, c. 1785, H: 8.8 in. (L), 9.2 in. (R), MBS-223
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Notes
Nick Burton bought this pair for us at auction at Moore, Allen,
and Innocent in June 2006. This was our first pair of Ralph
Wood figures, and although I later acquired a similar marked
pair (no. 6.1.19), these are keepers. They came out of a private
collection and had previously been purchased from Andrew
Dando’s father, Gordon, who had a shop in Bath for many
years. Like so many Ralph Wood figures, they exude a tranquil
beauty.

Literature
For these figures see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, figs. 26.172–173. s
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6.1.21

Gentleman Hurdy-Gurdy Player
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, made by Enoch Wood and impressed “Enoch Wood & …”
(illegible), Staffordshire, c. 1820, H: 7.4 in., MBS-9
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Notes
In February 1986, Ben, Andrea (then just two), and I were
stuck in snowy weather in the Tunbridge Wells area, and, while
Ben and Andrea waited in the car, I popped into Dunsdale
Lodge in Westerham, where the dealer Alec Scott’s shelves
were packed with earthenware figures and Tobies. I really
didn’t understand what I was looking at, and Mr. Scott was
not particularly communicative. I did buy two pastille burners
(since sold) as well as two books by Griselda and John Lewis
(still treasured).
Later, I bought this figure from Mr. Scott by mail—Polaroids
provided such nasty images in those days—but he was not
particularly interested in helping me, and he certainly lost all
interest after I wisely rejected two poor pairs of dandies groups
that he offered us.
The impressed “Enoch Wood & …[illegible]” beneath this
figure is otherwise unrecorded and is probably intended to
read “Enoch Wood & Sons.” Enoch Wood operated with his
sons Enoch, Joseph, and Edward as Enoch Wood & Sons from
August 1818 until his death in 1840.

Literature
For this figure see Schkolne, People, Passions, Pastimes, and
Pleasures; also Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–1840,
vol. 1, fig. 26.177. s
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6.1.22

Gentleman Hurdy-Gurdy Player, Lady Lute Player (pair)
Painted “Flemish Music” and “Mate”, lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to
Dudson, Staffordshire, c. 1810, H: 9.3 in. each, MBS-570
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Notes
In 2011 or 2012, I was in London and hopped on the train to
Bath to spend the day with Andrew and Jan Dando, who had
just moved into their new home in Bradford on Avon. After one
of those lovely pub lunches that England excels at providing,
Andrew took me to see a collection belonging to a long-time
customer named Jack.

Literature
For these figures see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, figs. 26.187-189. s

There were several treasures in Jack’s collection, and I was
particularly taken with his Flemish musicians with huge
cloaks, the likes of which I had not seen before then. The light
playing on the cloaks’ flowing expanse showcased the beauty of
the colors and glaze, and the figures’ totally original condition
added to their allure. Not long after, Jack died, and in 2017 his
son decided to pare the collection, so the Flemish musicians
came into Andrew’s hands and onto our shelves.
Despite their sophisticated subject, the figures exude a naive
appeal, and I think I will be perpetually mesmerized by their
cloaks. They are like slabs of newly rolled pastry, and I suspect
they were fashioned by hand rather than in molds. I attribute
the figures to Dudson and have recorded a lone example of
a similar cloaked female figure on a base banded with only
a brown line, which would be consistent with a Dudson
attribution.
The figures have collection labels for the Brook-Hart
Collection.
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6.1.23

Lady Hand Drum Player, Gentleman with Castanets (pair)
Both painted “Spanifh Dancer”, lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, impressed “73” (L), “71”
(R), attributed to Ralph Wood, Staffordshire, c. 1785, H: 8.3 in. (L), 7.8 in. (R), MBS-417
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Notes
I bought this fine pair of musicians from John Howard in the
summer of 2011. I was intently studying Ralph Wood at the
time, and John knew it and told me about these when they
came into his stock. This is the only enameled pair of these
figures that I have been able to record. A similar female figure
is in the Potteries Museum (262.P.1949). The female figure is
also recorded impressed “72”.16

Literature
For these figures see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.194. s
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6.1.24

Gentleman Bagpiper
Painted “Bag Piper”, lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, impressed “21”, attributed to Ralph
Wood, Staffordshire, c. 1785, H: 8.3 in., MBS-343
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Notes
I watch for Ralph Wood figures with impressed numbers and
was lucky to find this not particularly common one on eBay
in June 2009. It always strikes me as a particularly realistic
model that has caught the piper in motion.

Literature
For this figure see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–1840,
vol. 1, fig. 26.196. s
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6.1.25

Gentleman Piper, Lady with a Cat (pair)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to Ralph Wood, Staffordshire, c. 1790, H: 6 in. each,
MBS-579
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Notes
I was thrilled to discover this pair of figures oozing Ralph
Wood attributes hiding in a mixed lot at Eldridges in the
summer of 2018. The figures are particularly rare, and I
had not hitherto documented decorated versions of either.
However, an undecorated pair (in the white) is in the
Southport Museum. Both museum figures are impressed “Ra
Wood Burslem,” and the boy is also impressed “78.” Also,
after acquiring this pair, I recorded a lone figure of the boy
impressed “80”.

Literature
For this figure see Schkolne, People, Passions, Pastimes, and
Pleasures, 238; also Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.202.
For the marked pair in the white in the Southport Museum see
Halfpenny, English Earthenware Figures, 86.
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6.1.26

Lady Tambourine Player
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, possibly made by Enoch Wood, Staffordshire, c. 1800,
H: 9.9 in., MBS-14
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Notes
We bought this figure in my early collecting days from Arthur
Danielson and Leo Fantini. These two gentlemen lived in a
lovely old house in Raleigh, North Carolina, and the spacious
lower floor accommodated their stock. Twice a year, they stood
at the so-called Antiques Extravaganza in our city of WinstonSalem, about 100 miles away.

Literature
For this figure see Schkolne, People, Passions, Pastimes, and
Pleasures, 238; also Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.202.
For another see Rackham, Early Staffordshire Pottery, plate
94. s

Both Mr. Danielson and Mr. Fantini were drawn to Georgian
period decorative furnishings, so I used to scour their stand for
bits and pieces for our home, and more than once Ben and I
drove to Raleigh in search of a piece of furniture. I particularly
liked Mr. Fantini, a large man with an Italian accent and a big
personality. After he died, I no longer visited the shop, but
by then the Antiques Extravaganza had shriveled to almost
nothing.
This figure has had the expected restoration to the raised
tambourine, which I was not told at the time I bought it, but I
expect Mr. Fantini and Mr. Danielson didn’t have the expertise
to detect it. It was exhibited at the Mint Museum of Art, Mirth
and Mayhem: Staffordshire Figures 1810–1835, November
2006–April 2007.
A similar figure is in the Victoria and Albert Museum (1041874).
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6.1.27

Lady Tambourine Player, Gentleman Bugler (pair)
Impressed and partially painted “SHOW WOMAN” and “SHOW MAN”, lead-glazed earthenware with enameled
decoration, attributed to the “Patriotic Group” pot bank,17 c. 1825, H: 5.9 in. each, MBS-397
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Notes
I bought this pair in lovely condition on eBay in December
2010 for a pittance. Little figures of this sort are dismissed as
“ordinary,” but they are extraordinarily uncommon in anything
approaching reasonable condition, even more so when they
are a true pair. I have yet to record another pair of show people
from this pot bank.

Literature
For these figures see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–
1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.220.
For a similar pair from another pot bank in the Hunt
Collection see Schkolne, Holding the Past, 225. s
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6.1.28

Gentleman Bugler
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, impressed “16”, probably made by Enoch Wood,
Staffordshire, c. 1820, H: 5.6 in., MBS-167
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Notes
We bought this little showman through Ray and Diane Ginns
at Bonhams, Ipswich, in June 2003, and it was among the
last purchases we collected from them at Portobello Road that
summer. I like his colors and crisp bocage and have always
thought him pleasingly perky. Because he has great presence,
I placed him on the spine of People, Passions, Pastimes, and
Pleasures.
This figure was exhibited at the Mint Museum of Art, Mirth
and Mayhem: Staffordshire Figures 1810–1835, November
2006–April 2007.

Literature
For this figure see Schkolne, People, Passions, Pastimes, and
Pleasures, 244 and dust jacket; also Schkolne, Staffordshire
Figures 1780–1840, vol. 1, fig. 26.226. s
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6.1.29

Musical Quartet (vase)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, Staffordshire, c. 1810, H: 9.5 in., MBS-156
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Notes
Loosely dubbed a “songsters” spill vase, this piece was formerly
in the collection of the dealer Margaret Cadman, which sold
at Christies, South Kensington, in October 2002, and Ray and
Dianne Ginns executed a commission bid for us. Margaret
Cadman resided, I think, around Brighton, but by the time we
started collecting, she was no longer active. I was told that her
stock was removed for the sale from cabinets that had been
painted shut.
This vase differs from similar spill vases in that the central
vase has been set lower down. It was exhibited at the Mint
Museum of Art, Mirth and Mayhem: Staffordshire Figures
1810–1835, November 2006–April 2007.

Literature
For this figure group see Schkolne, People, Passions, Pastimes,
and Pleasures, 235; also Staffordshire Figures 1780–1840,
vol. 1, fig. 26.236. s
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6.1.30

Gentleman Piper and Lady Shepherdess (vase)
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to Ralph Wood, Staffordshire, c. 1785, H: 14 in.,
MBS-527
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Notes
I bought this early unrecorded group for $300 on the hammer
(against an estimate of $150) at Alex Cooper in December
2014. It bothers me that such a splendid object got so little
“respect” at auction, and I was, and still am, over the moon
with it. The handles have been restored, but the group is
structurally intact with no major breaks through the body or
base and only the expected restoration to the extremities. At
fourteen inches tall, it is an object of extraordinary beauty.
Ralph Wood also used these figures and animals in other
contexts. The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, has a pair
of vases of the same style but without the musician and
shepherdess on the bases.

Literature
For other Ralph Wood groups using these figure and animal
models see Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures 1780–1840, vol. 1,
figs. 26.160-164 and vol. 3, fig. 114.1-3. s
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6.1.31

Lady with Hurdy Gurdy
Lead-glazed earthenware with enameled decoration, attributed to the Leeds Pottery, Yorkshire, c. 1785,
H: 7.5 in., MBS-608
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Notes
The summer of 2020 found us locked down at home in an
attempt to avoid contracting Covid. I confess I thrived on the
isolation and relished the freedom from burdensome shopping
and social engagements. This s unusual little girl with a hurdygurdy came came our way that year, and it was one of only two
purchases we made in that period.
This fine figure came up at Woolley and Wallis. Most auction
houses would have lumped it into a lot with unremarkable
figures, but, to its credit, Woolley and Wallis gave this little
lady a lot of her own. She is special because she is a Leeds
Pottery figure, and those are almost as rare as hen’s teeth
today. Although unmarked, bidders recognized her worthiness,
and she did rather well. Andrew Dando kindly procured her
for me, and as she needed no restoration, she arrived on my
doorstep quickly.

Unusual on this figure is the tree stump behind her that
extends into the base, something I have not seen before.
The companion figure is a boy with a tambourine, and a
marked pair is at Temple Newsam House, Leeds.

Literature
For a similar figure at Temple Newsam House see Walton,
Creamware and Other English Pottery at Temple Newsam
House, 224. s

I love the few early Leeds figures we own, and I find them
mesmerializingly attractive. Their pinched facial features are
distinctive, and the enamels are particularly pretty. Other
points of similarity are the use of dotted dress pattens and
watery brown enamels on the bases. Perhaps these features
will open my eyes to other unmarked Leeds figures in the
future. No photo can ever adequately convey their delicate
beauty, and they top my list, just one notch ahead of Neale
figures.
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Endnotes
1. Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures, 1:31–33.
2. Hodkinson, Sherratt?; Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures,
1:36–37.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid.
8. Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures, 1: 26.24 for that figure.
9. ————, 1:41.
10. ————, 1:29.
11. ————, 1:30.
12. ————, 1:38.
13. ————, 1:34–35.
14. Hamilton-Foyn, Ralph Wood Figures?
15. Dunsmore, This Blessed Plot, 120.
16. Falkner, Wood Family, 104. Falkner does not indicate
whether the figure was color-glazed or enameled.
17. Schkolne, Staffordshire Figures, 1:34–35.
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